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Hamsters
by Isabella K., age 10
Soft and furry, always in a hurry, likes to scurry.
Hamsters like to dig in woodchips. They like to explore what’s going on around
them.
In some countries people celebrate special days for hamsters!
I have a hamster named “Fluffball”. He looks a lot like this picture.

Penny Problems
by Kat K., age 10
Can you believe it? Some people think that we should get rid of the penny. It is
believed they are no longer needed. It’s true, there’s not much to purchase with a
penny these days.
I do think that they are fun and useful. The reason why is when I was little I’d
use pennies as money for my dolls, pizza, and Polly Pockets. They are also useful
for arts and crafts. This is why the penny shouldn’t be banned.

The “B’s” are here!
by Zachary K., age 10
Yesterday, my dad took me to see WWII Bombers and Fighters. The planes I saw included one B24, a B17,
and a P51, and the B25 bomber plus much more. The best part was that you could go inside of the B24 and
B17. All the bombers had real bombs.
I liked it because you could look back in history and really feel like a part of it.
There were these cool jeeps from WWII with men dressed as soldiers.

B24 Bomb Liberator

B25 Mitchell

B17 Flying Fortress
The pictures of the bombers, are
planes that I own.

picture by Kat K., age 10

Do you like to read, write stories, tell jokes, write book reviews, movie reviews or draw
pictures? Then we are looking for you! Join the “What’s Up With Kids!” staff.
Join us at the next “What’s Up With Kids!” meeting on Monday Oct. 14, 2008 at 6:30 p.m.
Refreshments will be served.

